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We present a general analysis of shot noise in an ele troni
the type investigated experimentally [Yang Ji
of dephasing produ ed by u tuations of a
expression

et al.,

Ma h-Zehnder interferometer, of

Nature 422, 415 (2003)℄, under the inuen e

lassi al eld. We show how the usual partition noise

T (1−T ) is modied by dephasing, depending on the power spe

trum of the environmental

u tuations.

PACS numbers: 73.23.-b, 72.70.+m, 03.65.Yz
A large part of mesos opi

physi s is

on erned with

quantum interferen e ee ts in mi rometer-size ele troni

3

ir uits. Therefore, it is important to understand

how interferen e is suppressed by the a tion of a u tu-

L : 'L( )

ating environment (su h as phonons or other ele trons),
a phenomenon known as dephasing (or de oheren e). In

B

re ent years, many experimental studies have been performed to learn more about the me hanisms of dephasing
and its dependen e on parameters su h as temperature

R : 'R ( )

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7℄.

A

A deli ate issue [4℄ in the analysis of interferen e ee ts
other than weak lo alization is the fa t that the visibility of the interferen e pattern

an also be diminished by

phase averaging: This takes pla e when ele trons with
a spread of wavelengths (determined by voltage or temperature)

ontribute to the

1

urrent, or when some ex-

2

perimental parameter (su h as path length) u tuates
slowly from run to run.

4

Re ently, a remarkable inter-

feren e experiment has been performed using a Ma hZehnder setup fabri ated from the edge

hannels of a

two-dimensional ele tron gas in the integer quantum hall
ee t regime [8℄. Besides measuring the

Figure 1: The Ma h-Zehnder interferometer setup analyzed
in the text. In the

ase shown here, the u tuations of the

environment are fast

ompared with the temporal extent of

urrent as a fun -

the wave pa ket (determined by temperature or voltage, see

tion of the phase dieren e between the paths, the au-

text). The probability density of the in oming wave pa ket

thors also measured the shot noise to distinguish between

and its two outgoing parts is shown.

phase averaging and real dephasing. The basi

idea is

that both phenomena suppress the interferen e term in
the

urrent, but they may ae t dierently the partition

noise whi h is nonlinear in the transmission probability.
The idea of using shot noise to learn more about dephasing is promising,
mesos opi

onne ting two fundamental issues in

physi s.

Most theoreti al works on dephasing in mesos opi
terferen e setups are
average

in-

on erned with its inuen e on the

urrent only (see Refs. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and

referen es therein), although there have been studies of
shot noise in this

ontext [15℄. In this paper, we present

the rst analysis of shot noise for an ele troni

one-

hannel Ma h-Zehnder interferometer under the inuen e
of dephasing.

We will

u tuations of a

is exa t in the rst

true nonequilibrium radiation impinging on the system
or the thermal part of the environmental noise. This approa h has been employed quite often in the past [11, 16℄,

in the se ond

ase.

In parti ular,

we are interested in the inuen e of the power spe trum
of the environmental u tuations on the shot-noise result, a question that goes beyond the phenomenologi al
dephasing terminal model [15, 17, 18, 19, 20℄.

Model

and

general

results.

-

We

intera ting, spin-polarized ele trons.

onsider

non-

By solving the

Heisenberg equation of motion for the ele tron eld
moving at

onstant velo ity

vF

Ψ̂

(linearized dispersion re-

lation) and under the a tion of a u tuating potential

V (x, t)

(without ba ks attering), we obtain

onsider dephasing produ ed by

lassi al potential, whi h des ribe either

ase, and should be a reliable approx-

T ≫ eV

imation for

Ψ̂(x, τ ) =

Z

3
X
dk
√ e−iǫk τ
tα (k, τ )âα (k)esα ikF x
2π
α=1

for the ele tron operator at the output port

3.

(1)

We have

2

t3 = 1, s1,2 = 1, s3 = −1, the reservoir operators obey
â†α (k)âβ (k ′ ) = δαβ δ(k − k ′ )fα (k), and the integration
is over k > 0 only. The amplitudes t1 , t2 for an ele tron
to go from terminal 1 or 2 to the output terminal 3 are

observed in

time-dependent:

be brought about by the

δϕ = ϕL −ϕR ), whi

h is

iϕL (τ ) i(φ+kδx)

t1 (k, τ ) = tA tB e
+ rA rB e
e
iϕL (τ ) i(φ+kδx)
t2 (k, τ ) = tA rB e
e
+ rA tB eiϕR (τ )

I(φ).

However, su h a suppression

Here

tA/B

and

rA/B

Our main goal is to

(2)
(3)

at zero frequen y. It

and

al ulate the shot noise power

S

an be split into two parts:

Z
DD
EE
DD
EE2
ˆ )Iˆ(0)
ˆ
S = dτ
I(τ
− I(0)
=
ϕ
ϕ
Z
EE2
DD
EE
ED
DD
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ )
+
− I(0)
I(0)
I(τ
dτ
ϕ
ϕ
Z
DD
E D
ED
EE
ˆ )I(0)
ˆ
ˆ ) I(0)
ˆ
dτ
I(τ
− I(τ

φ the Aharonov-Bohm phase due to the ux through
The ele tron a

umulates u tuat-

ing phases while moving along the left or right arm:
R0
ϕL,R (τ ) = − −τL,R dt′ V (xL,R (t′ ), τ + t′ ), where τ is the
time when the ele tron leaves the se ond beamsplitter after traveling for a time

τL,R

xL,R . Note that in our
τL,R enter only at this

(5)

ϕ

along

model the total traversal times
point.

The rst integral on the r.h.s. des ribes shot noise due to
the temporal u tuations of the

The output

an also

k -integration, if δx 6= 0 (thermal

are energy-independent transmis-

sion and ree tion amplitudes at the two beamsplitters
∗
∗
(tj rj = −tj rj ), δx is a possible path-length dieren e,
the interferometer.

exp(− δϕ2

This de reases the visibility of the interferen e pattern

smearing).

iϕR (τ )

z ≡ eiδϕ ϕ (with
/2) for Gaussian δϕ.

The interferen e term is suppressed by

urrent following from (1) has to be av-

eraged over the u tuating phases, i.e.

it depends on
2
phase-averaged transmission probabilities T1 = |t1 | and

T2 = 1 − T1 :

ations of a

lassi al

urrent

ondu tan e, i.e. u tu-

D
E
ˆ )
I(τ ) = I(τ

depending on

time-dependent transmission probabilities.
its noise power as

S

.

l
urrent, as is known from

total

We denote

It rises quadrati ally with the

1/f -noise

in mesos opi

ondu tors [21℄.

hT1 iϕ = TA TB + RA RB + 2z (rA rB )∗ tA tB cos(φ + kδx),

(4)

The se ond integral is evaluated by inserting (1) and
applying Wi k's theorem:

DD
E D
ED
EE
 ev 2 Z
F
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
dkdk ′
I(τ )I (0) − I(τ ) I(0)
=
2π
ϕ

Here

Kαβ is a orrelator of four transmission amplitudes:
K33 = 1, K3α = Kα3 = 0, and

X

α,β=1,2,3

fα (k)(1 − fβ (k ′ )) Kαβ (τ )ei(ǫk′ −ǫk )τ .

(6)

This yields the noise power

We have

Kαβ (τ ) ≡
for

ht∗α (k, τ )tβ (k ′ , τ )tα (k, 0)tβ (k ′ , 0)∗ iϕ

,

(7)

α, β = 1, 2.

In order to obtain two limiting forms of this expression, we note that the

τ -range of the os

illating exponen-

tial fa tor under the integral in (6) is determined by the
Fermi fun tions, i.e. by voltage and temperature. This
has to be

ompared with the

orrelation time

τc

of the

environment (the typi al de ay time of the phase
lator

hδϕ(τ )δϕ(0)i).

For

environment), the major
omes from

|τ | ≫ τc ,

eV τc ≪ 1

and

T τc ≪ 1

orre(fast

ontribution of the integration

where

Kαβ

fa torizes into

Kαβ (τ ) ≈ Kαβ (∞) ≡ ht∗α (k, 0)tβ (k ′ , 0)iϕ

Sfast
=
2
e vF /2π

Z

dk

where we have set
We

X

α,β=1,2

fα (1 − fβ ) ht∗α tβ iϕ

fα,β = fα,β (k)

and

2

,

(9)

tα,β = tα,β (k, 0).

on lude that the shot noise for a fast environment

is not given by a simple expression of the form

hT iϕ ),

sin e we have

ht∗1 t2 iϕ

2

hT iϕ (1 −

− hT1 iϕ (1 − hT1 iϕ ) = (z 2 − 1)RB TB .

(10)

The remainder of the noise power from Eq. (6) (with

2

.

(8)

Kαβ (τ ) − Kαβ (∞) inserted in Eq. (6)) will be denoted
Su t . It yields a ontribution to the Nyquist noise
SV =0 , but apart from that it be omes important only

3

1

Z

Iλ (V ) ≡

Full current noise S

eV

0

dω (1 −

(14)

= φ + kF δx):

eV 2
S − SV =0
=
z RA RB TA TB (cos(2φ̃)ĝ− (0) + ĝ+ (0))
3
e V /2π
π

S-Scl

SV=0+Sslow
0.5

+ ht∗1 t2 iϕ

2

S/(e /(2πτc))

The shot noise be omes (φ̃

ω
)ĝλ (ω)
eV

SV=0+Sfast

2

n
1 2
z RB TB −2 cos(2φ̃)RA TA I− (V )
π
2
+(RA
+ TA2 ) I+ (V )
(15)

+
SV=0

orresponds to S , the se ond to S
, and
l
fast
Su t − SV =0 . At V → 0, the integrals I± (V )
dominates. At large eV τc ≫ 1 we an
vanish and S
fast
 −2λ

use the sum-rule Iλ (V ) → π z
− 1 and nd the last
three lines to ombine to hT1 (1 − T1 )iϕ , i.e. Sslow . The
Nyquist noise is φ-independent:
The rst line

the rest to

0
0

1

2

3

4

5

eVτc
Figure 2: Typi al behaviour of the full

eV τc .

fun tion of

is quadrati , due to
at large

eV

urrent noise

S

as a

At higher voltages, the dependen e on

S

l . When
τc is determined by

S l is
Sslow

V

subtra ted, the slope

hT1 (1 − T1 )iϕ ),
determined by Sfast (i.e.

while that at low voltages is always
2
ht∗1 t2 iϕ ). Parameters: T = 0, δx
z = 1/e, TB = 0.4.

(i.e.

= 0, φ = 0, TA = 1/2,

e2 2
z RB TB
2π 2

SV =0 =

Z

∞

dω ωĝ+ (ω) .

The results are illustrated in Figs.
the evolution of

S

(16)

0
2 and 3, where

with in reasing voltage

V

shows the

ross-over between a fast and a slow environment. Alat larger

V, T .

With this denition, the full noise power

though Sfast an be ome zero, the total urrent noise S
does not vanish, due to the Nyquist ontribution. The
plots have been produ ed by assuming 50% transparen y

an be written as

of the rst beamsplitter (TA
Gaussian form for the phase

S = Sfast + Su

t

+S l,

= 1/2)

and using a simple

orrelator:

(11)
2

hδϕ(τ )δϕ(0)i = δϕ2 e−(τ /τc ) .

whi h is valid over the entire parameter spa e.
ase, when the τ -integration is
|τ | ≪ τc (slow environment), we an use
Kαβ (τ ) ≈ Kαβ (0), whi h yields
In the other limiting

dominated by

An appli ation of the general theory presented here to
spe i

situations in ludes the

orrelator, starting from the
tential u tuations

Sslow
=
2
e vF /2π

Z

dk h(f1 T1 + f2 T2 )(1 − (f1 T1 + f2 T2 ))iϕ ,

(17)

V (x, t)

al ulation of the phase-

orrelator des ribing the po-

( f. [11℄ for an example).

If shot noise is to be used as a tool to distinguish phase
averaging from 'genuine dephasing', it is important to in-

(12)

quire about the form of shot noise for a situation in whi h

i.e. the phase-average of the usual shot noise expression

both ee ts are present. In parti ular, for a large path-

(at

T =0

the integrand is

Dis ussion.

length dieren e

hT1 (1 − T1 )iϕ ).

- We are able to evaluate the phase-

averages if the potential

V (x, t)

(and therefore

δϕ)

is as-

sumed to be a Gaussian random eld of zero mean. In
the following, we present expli it expressions for the

T = 0, δxeV /vF ≪ 1,

ase

where the visibility is de reased

purely by dephasing. We

is already suppressed
eraging. Then

an express the results by the

ĝλ (ω) ≡

= ±):

dτ eiωτ [eλhδϕ(τ )δϕ(0)i − 1],

l

vanishes, sin e

D

E
ˆ )
I(τ

is independent

2
z 2 TB RB (TA2 + RA
)[1 +

(13)

e term

T = 0):

S − SV =0
= TA RA (TB − RB )2 +
e3 V /2π

spe trum of the u tuations and are nonperturbative in

Z

S

experi-

ompletely due to wavelength av-

of the u tuating phase. In addition, we nd (at

following Fourier transforms that depend on the power
the u tuating eld (λ

δx ≫ vF /eV (relevant for the
δx ≫ vF /T , the interferen

ment of Ref. [8℄), or

I+ (V )
].
π

(18)

For a fast environment, we have I+ (V ) → 0, su h that


2
2
(18) be omes (TB − RB ) + 2z RB TB /4, whi h

Eq.

4

0.5

averaging), we obtain

(Scl subtracted)

the

the dephasing terminal [24℄. In the opposite limit of large

0.3

δx

only the result for the

iding with the slow

ase

lassi al model

hanges,

2
(TB2 +RB
)/4, whi

oin-

h is also ob-

tained without any dephasing. Therefore, in this regime

0.2

a shot noise measurement most likely will not be able to
reveal the additional presen e of dephasing.

0.1

In

"fast" environment
eVτc=0
0
0

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

TB

fun tion of the transmission

= 1/e).

TB

as a

of the se ond beamsplitter

The dierent

urves show the

ession from a fast environment to a slow one (bottom

eV τc = 0, 2, 4, . . . , 20).
Scl (rst line of

to top :

ontribution from

to demonstrate the

In the right panel, the
(15)) has been dropped,

onvergen e against the result for a slow

hT1 (1 − T1 )iϕ

(topmost

Ma h-Zehnder interferometer under the inuen e of dephasing by a

lassi al u tuating potential. The depen-

den e of the shot noise on the power spe trum of the

(S − SV =0 )/(e3 V /2π)

Figure 3: Normalized shot noise
for small visibility (z

on lusion, we have derived shot-noise expressions

for an experimentally relevant model of an ele troni

TB

bath,

lassi al model and the narrow beam of ele trons,

(TB − RB )2 /4 for our shot-noise expression in the fast
2
2
ase, and (TB + RB )/4 both for the slow ase and from

3

(S-SV=0)/(e V/(2π))

0.4

su

eV δx/vF ≪ 1 (no k hT1 iϕ (1 − hT1 iϕ ) = 1/4 both for

At small path-length dieren e

"slow" environment
eVτc=20

urve). Other parameters as in

Fig. 2.

u tuations has been analyzed, demonstrating a

ross-

over between two regimes. We have pointed out that a
shot-noise measurement

annot reveal the presen e of de-

phasing on top of thermal averaging, for environmental
u tuations slower than the inverse voltage or temperature.

The present theory may be applied to other in-

terferometer geometries as well, even in the presen e of
ba ks attering at jun tions.
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2
2
turns into (TB + RB )/4, whi h is equal to the result obtained for pure k -averaging (without any additional dephasing).

Sfast nor
hT1 iϕ (1 − hT1 iϕ ). How-

We have pointed out already that neither

Sslow

lead to the simple result

ever, this form does indeed apply if we

onsider inje ting

1 (i.e.
[kF , kF + eV /vF ]),

only a narrow beam of ele trons into terminal

fα (k) = 0

ex ept for

f1 (k) = 1

within

whi h is not equivalent to the previous situation regarding shot noise ( f.

[22℄ in this respe t).

We get for

eV τc ≪ 1:
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